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1. WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE BEING ADDUCED? 

 RULE  ‘At the core of the assessment of the probative value of discreditable conduct evidence are two 
analytical steps. The first is to identify the particular fact which is in issue. The second is to consider how, if at 
all, the discreditable conduct evidence circumstantially increases, as a matter of human experience, the 
probability of the existence of that fact. Resorting to generalities such as “context”, “background” and 
“underlying unity” will seldom illuminate the analysis.’ (R v MJJ, R v CJN [2013]) 

 A “not guilty” plea puts all facts in issue. 
 State the relevant fact. 

NB: Division 3 does not apply to evidence of the character, reputation, conduct or disposition – of a person as a fact in 
issue (SAEA s 34O). 

2. HOW IS THE EVIDENCE RELEVANT TO THAT ISSUE? 

 To be admissible, the evidence must be relevant to a fact in issue (Smith; UEA s 55).   

A. Is the discreditable conduct evidence only evidence of propensity? (SAEA s 34P(1)) 

 The evidence will only be admissible if it is for a ‘permissible use’ and the probative value of the evidence is 
sufficiently high so as to outweigh its prejudicial effect (SAEA s 34P(2)). 

 Evidence for the purpose of showing only that the D is more likely to have committed the charged offence due 
to previous discreditable conduct (Discreditable Conduct Evidence) constitutes an impermissible purpose and 
is inadmissible (SAEA s 34P(1)(a)). 

o Includes uncharged acts, propensity or tendency evidence (R v Fischer and Ors (No 2) (2013)). 
 Rationale  this evidence is highly prejudicial. 
 NB: evidence that is not admissible for 1 use must not be used in that way even if it is relevant and admissible 

for another use (SAEA s 34Q). 

Case Examples (common law) 

 In Makin  it was held evidence of several infants having been previously found dead at premises previously 
owned by the accused was relevant to prove that the accused had killed a baby that was found in their garden. 

 In Perry  it was held that the previous death of the accused’s second husband from arsenical poisoning was 
relevant to prove that the accused had killed her third husband by poisoning him with arsenic. 

 In Pfennig  evidence of the later abduction of H was held to be ‘circumstantial evidence pointing to the 
appellant’s guilt’. The evidence of the later incident involving H ‘demonstrated not only propensity and 
criminality but also established the appellant’s modus operandi in abducting a young boy for sexual purposes and 
his acknowledgement that he was thinking about indulging his propensity by recourse to the same modus 
operandi’.  

B. Can the discreditable conduct evidence be admitted for a “Permissible Use”?  (SAEA s 34P(2)) 

 PART OF THE RES GESTAE? 
o Evidence will be permissible if the discreditable conduct forms part of the same transaction as the 

offence charged so that it would make no sense to try and edit it because it tends to prove why or how 
the offence was committed (O’Leary v R). 

o Won’t be Excluded ‘The rule of exclusion has no place in cases where the discreditable conduct 
was part of the res gestae [because] such evidence which directly relates to a fact in issue is so 
fundamental to the proceedings that its admissibility as a matter of law cannot depend upon a condition 
that its probative force transcends its prejudicial effect’ (Harriman v R). 

 GIVES BACKGROUND / CONTEXT TO THE CHARGED OFFENCE? 
o Test  is evidence of the discreditable conduct necessary as part of the background to the charged 

offence in order to complete the account of the offence charged to make it comprehensible to the jury? 
 E.g.  to explain what would otherwise seem to be surprising conduct. 

• Evidence that D had committed 10 uncharged sexual misconduct acts was admitted 
to show (R v Nieterink) – 

o Lead up to the first attack; 
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o Lack of surprise on behalf of the victim; 
o Confidence of D in repeating his conduct; 
o Failure of victim to complain to her mother; 
o Sexual attraction by D towards victim. 

 SHOWS RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTIES? 
o Test  Did D have a relationship with V from which a relevant inference can be drawn because it 

shows the true nature of their interaction in a manner that bears on a fact in issue? 
 Can prove relationship by – 

• Admissions of the D 
• Third party’s observations of quarrels between the pair 
• Real evidence in D’s possession 
• Testimony of third parties 

 Examples of Relationship Evidence; 
• Evidence of a prior criminal relationship and prior drug use may be relevant to rebut 

ignorance or innocent association, to show motive and manufacture drugs (R v Long 
and McDonnell). 

• Evidence of a hostile relationship may be relevant to rebut a defence of accident 
(Wilson v R; R v Gardiner). 

• Evidence of D’s sexual attraction towards victim (R v Ball). 
 SHOWS MOTIVE / INTENTION? 

o Test  is the evidence able to show D’s motive from which an element of the offence can be inferred? 
 Examples; 

• Evidence of sexual attraction to show motive for sex (R v Nieterink). 
• Evidence of a violent history towards victim to show the potential intention to kill (R 

v Williams). 
 NB: The theoretical difference between motive and propensity has little practical significance 

because a person with a certain motive is a person likely to act on that motive (Leonard v The 
Queen). 

 SHOWS ACCUSED’S BAD CHARACTER  ONLY TO REBUT EVIDENCE OF ACCUSED’S GOOD 
CHARACTER 

o where evidence of good character has been given in favour of accused, the prosecution can lead 
evidence of bad character in reply (yet there remains a discretion to disallow such evidence) (R v 
Perrier (No 1)). 

o If the discreditable conduct evidence is being used to show the accused’s bad character, this will be a 
permissible use (Donnini v R). 

 DISPROVES A DEFENCE? 
o Example  evidence of a hostile relationship may be relevant to negate a defence claiming accident 

(Wilson v R; R v Gardiner). 

C. Discreditable conduct as evidence of a particular propensity (SAEA s 34P(2)(b)) 

 NB: Evidence that is inadmissible for one use cannot be used for that use even if it is relevant and 
admissible for another use (SAEA s 34Q). 

 The evidence is admissible for a permissible use only if; 
o Its probative value substantially outweighs any prejudicial effect (SAEA s 34P(2)(a)); and 
o It has strong probative value having regard to the particular issue or issues arising at trial (SAEA s 

34P(2)(b)). 
 NB: Section 34S abolishes the tests from both Pfennig and Hoch. 

3. DOES THE PROBATIVE VALUE SUBSTANTIALLY OUTWEIGH ANY PREJUDICIAL 
EFFECT TO THE DEFENDANT? 

 Onus is on the PROSECUTION to justify the reception of the evidence.  
 Phillips v The Queen – common law formulations can guide the reasoning process, such as ‘striking similarities, 

underlying unity, system, or pattern’.  


